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cortex activity than younger adults while engaging in emotion-processing tasks, we argue that the cognitive control
hypothesis is a more likely explanation for older adults’ positivity effect than the aging-brain model.
Copyright © 2011 S. Karger AG, Basel

Abstract
Despite the fact that physical health and cognitive abilities
decline with aging, the ability to regulate emotion remains
stable and in some aspects improves across the adult life
span. Older adults also show a positivity effect in their attention and memory, with diminished processing of negative
stimuli relative to positive stimuli compared with younger
adults. The current paper reviews functional magnetic resonance imaging studies investigating age-related differences
in emotional processing and discusses how this evidence relates to two opposing theoretical accounts of older adults’
positivity effect. The aging-brain model [Cacioppo et al. in:
Social Neuroscience: Toward Understanding the Underpinnings of the Social Mind. New York, Oxford University Press,
2011] proposes that older adults’ positivity effect is a consequence of age-related decline in the amygdala, whereas the
cognitive control hypothesis [Kryla-Lighthall and Mather in:
Handbook of Theories of Aging, ed 2. New York, Springer,
2009; Mather and Carstensen: Trends Cogn Sci 2005;9:496–
502; Mather and Knight: Psychol Aging 2005;20:554–570] argues that the positivity effect is a result of older adults’ greater focus on regulating emotion. Based on evidence for structural and functional preservation of the amygdala in older
adults and findings that older adults show greater prefrontal
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In contrast with the age-related declines in many domains of cognitive functioning [1], emotion regulation
functioning improves somewhat with age [2]. People experience less negative affect as they get older and can restore their good mood after being induced into a negative
mood more effectively than younger adults [3]. Older
adults also show a ‘positivity effect’ in attention and
memory [4]. For instance, older adults sometimes spend
a larger proportion of time viewing positive items and a
smaller proportion viewing negative items than do
younger adults [5, 6]. Moreover, in some studies, compared with younger adults, less of what older adults remember is negative and more is positive [5, 7, 8]. Such age
by valence interactions tend to have a medium effect size
[8]; thus, as might be expected, studies with relatively
small participant groups do not always reveal significant
age differences. Other factors, such as a level of arousal of
stimuli [9], availability of cognitive resources [6] or types
of measurements across studies [10], may also account for
the presence or absence of a positivity effect.
Why do older adults show some improvements in
emotion regulation despite suffering age-related cogniKaoru Nashiro
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tive decline? One possibility is that age-related decline in
brain regions that monitor negative, potentially threatening information reduces negative affect. This is the argument made by Cacioppo et al. [11] with their aging-brain
model which proposes that age-related decline in the
amygdala leads to the positivity effect. This argument is
based on the observation that patients with amygdala lesions are worse at rating the arousal or intensity of negative stimuli, but not of positive stimuli [12, 13]. Cacioppo
et al. [11] propose that age-related decline in the amygdala selectively diminishes emotional arousal in response
to negative stimuli (but not positive stimuli) and, as a result, older adults fail to get the memorial advantage of
high arousal associated with negative stimuli and experience less negative affect.
A different possibility is that age-related diminishment of negative affect occurs because older adults are
more focused on regulating emotion in their everyday
lives. Previous research suggests that older adults are
more likely than younger adults to prioritize emotion
regulatory goals over other goals [14], and to regulate
emotion when induced into a negative mood [15]. Effective emotion regulation requires self-directed attention
and memory. For instance, attention should avoid negative information that could impair one’s mood and memory processes should be directed to increase the prevalence of positive mood-enhancing thoughts. Being guided by emotion regulation goals rather than by currently
salient stimuli requires the types of cognitive control processes implemented by the prefrontal cortex (PFC) [16].
Based on this line of reasoning, the cognitive control
model [3, 4, 7] argues that older adults’ positivity effect is
due to their greater focus on regulating emotions and requires cognitive control processes. This idea is consistent
with behavioral evidence suggesting that the positivity
effect emerges especially when older adults have enough
cognitive resources, and when this effort is not readily
available, they show no positivity effect [6, 17, 18]. Furthermore, the positivity effect is most robust for items low
in arousal, as low arousing items are more likely to engage
cognitive control processes whereas high arousing items
require relatively automatic processes [9].
In this paper, we review recent functional magnetic
resonance imaging (fMRI) studies of age differences in
emotional processing and discuss how they relate to these
two opposing theoretical accounts of older adults’ positivity effect. The aging-brain and cognitive-control models make different predictions about how aging should
affect brain activity during emotion processing. The aging-brain model argues that age-related functional de2
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cline in the amygdala causes the positivity effect, whereas the cognitive control model assumes that prefrontal
regulation of emotional processing causes the positivity
effect.

Structural Preservation of the Amygdala in Aging

Imaging studies indicate that there is less volumetric
decline with age in the amygdala than in most other brain
regions [19, 20] and postmortem measurements based on
histological staining reveal no significant effect of age on
amygdala volume [21]. Thus, contrary to the aging-brain
model, older adults do not appear to suffer from focal
damage in the amygdala and patients with amygdala
damage are unlikely to be a useful neuropsychological
model of the effects of aging.
Consistent with the structural preservation of the
amygdala, emotional processing is well preserved in normal aging. Previous research suggests that the ability to
detect emotionally arousing stimuli is relatively stable
with age [22], and that the effects of emotional arousal on
memory remain intact in normal aging [23]. Furthermore, younger and older adults produce similar skin conductance responses to emotionally arousing stimuli [23,
24].

Functional Neuroimaging Comparisons of Younger
and Older Adults’ Amygdala Activity

Despite structural preservation of the amygdala in normal aging, fMRI studies have revealed some age differences in amygdala activity. The difference seen most consistently across studies is an age-related decrease in activation in response to negative stimuli [25–28]. This decrease
in amygdala activity in response to negative stimuli is predicted by both theoretical perspectives. The aging-brain
model predicts that age-related amygdala decline reduces
amygdala responsivity to emotionally arousing stimuli. In
contrast, the cognitive-control model predicts that prefrontal emotion regulation processes diminish amygdala
responses to negative but not positive stimuli. Therefore,
age-related decreases in amygdala activity when viewing
negative stimuli are not due to inherent amygdala impairments. Although both explanations are plausible, prior
studies provide more evidence for the cognitive control
model. Below, we first describe results consistent with the
cognitive control model, followed by results contradicting
the aging-brain model’s assumptions.
Nashiro/Sakaki/Mather

In line with the cognitive-control model, past studies
revealed a link between diminished amygdala activity to
negative stimuli and emotion regulation skills. In one
study of participants between 30 and 54 years of age, but
not younger adults, reduced amygdala activity to negative
stimuli was associated with a trait tendency to use an effective emotion regulation strategy (i.e. reappraisal) [25].
That is, higher reappraisal tendency predicted lower
amygdala activation while viewing negative stimuli than
during neutral ones. Furthermore, in another study, older adults who showed a lower amygdala signal to negative
stimuli showed more effective regulation of diurnal cortisol levels in the week following the scan [29]. Although
these are correlational results, they suggest that older
adults’ reduced amygdala response to negative stimuli
does not reflect impaired amygdala function, but instead
emotion regulation efforts.
Furthermore, research on Alzheimer’s disease (AD)
provides a counterpoint to the aging-brain model’s assumption that decreased amygdala activity is a sign of
age-related decline in the amygdala. The amygdala is one
of the brain regions typically most affected by AD [30]. A
study comparing amygdala responses in younger, older,
and AD patients while viewing familiar neutral and novel fearful human faces revealed that the AD group showed
significantly greater amygdala responses to both types of
faces relative to elderly controls [31]. Importantly, greater
hyperactivity was associated with greater severity of irritability and agitation symptoms in AD. The results suggest that disease-related amygdala decline leads to hyperactive amygdala responses. Therefore, this reduced amygdala response to negative stimuli seen among healthy
older adults is not a symptom of early AD.
In addition, contrary to the aging-brain model’s assumption that the amygdala declines with age, there is
evidence that the amygdala’s function is preserved in
healthy older adults [32]. First, in two studies that included both positive and negative pictures, age-related decreases in amygdala activity were seen for negative but
not positive pictures [25, 26]. Thus, even in older adults
who showed reduced amygdala activity to negative stimuli, their amygdala can still be activated by a certain type
of emotional stimuli. Second, the amygdala in older
adults is sometimes activated even by negative stimuli. In
one study [33], for example, both younger and older adults
showed enhanced amygdala activity to negative photographs compared to neutral photographs. Importantly,
the amygdala activation in older adults involved overlapping areas with younger adults, suggesting that older
adults depend on the same amygdala regions to process

negative stimuli as younger adults. Furthermore, research on emotional memory demonstrated that the
amygdala plays an important role in enhancing memory
for emotional stimuli both in younger and older adults
[34–36]. Taken together, these findings suggest that the
amygdala functions similarly in healthy older adults as it
does in younger adults. Thus, it seems unlikely that the
reduced amygdala activity to negative stimuli in older
adults is caused by age-related impairment of the amygdala as the aging-brain model predicts.

Age Differences in Brain Activity during
Emotion Processing
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Age-Related Differences in PFC Activity during
Emotion Processing

While the cognitive-control and aging-brain models
both predict reduced amygdala activity to negative stimuli in older adults, the two models make different predictions about PFC activity during emotion processing. In
contrast to the aging-brain model, which makes no specific predictions about PFC responsivity to emotional
stimuli, the cognitive control model argues that if older
adults’ positivity effects are the result of a greater focus
on emotion regulation goals, older adults should recruit
more PFC while encountering emotional stimuli than do
younger adults because the PFC is involved in cognitive
control of emotion [16, 29, 37]. Importantly, such age-related increases in PFC activity should exceed those seen
in response to neutral stimuli. Increases in PFC activity
are expected for downregulation of negative emotion (i.e.
dampening of emotional responses or attentional avoidance of negative stimuli) and for upregulation of positive
emotion (i.e. enhancing emotional responses to positive
stimuli). To address these predictions, we review prior
studies examining age differences in PFC activity in response to negative and positive stimuli (although there
are fewer studies with positive stimuli; further investigation is needed).

Greater PFC Activity to Negative Stimuli in Older
Adults

Consistent with the prediction made by the cognitive
control model, a number of studies report that older
adults recruited PFC more for negative than for neutral
stimuli compared with younger adults (fig. 1; table 1). In
one study [38], brain activity was measured by fMRI
while younger and older adults made indoor-outdoor
judgments (i.e. encoding session) and old-new recogni3

Color version available online

Fig. 1. Age differences in PFC involvement while processing neg-

ative stimuli. Negative stimuli induced greater PFC activity compared with neutral stimuli in older adults compared to younger
adults (represented by black dots; online version: red dots). In
some studies, where participants could anticipate negative stimuli, older adults showed less PFC activity than did younger adults
(represented by white dots; online version: blue dots). See table 1
for a list of coordinates and studies used in the figure.

tion judgments about negative or neutral photographs
(i.e. recognition session). The results indicated that older
adults recruited dorsolateral PFC more strongly for negative photographs (than for neutral ones) compared with
younger adults in the encoding session. Similar patterns
were observed in the recognition session; older adults
showed increased dorsolateral PFC activity to negative
pictures together with reduced amygdala activity compared with younger adults. Other studies also reveal that
older adults show increased PFC or anterior cingulate
cortex (ACC) activity together with decreased amygdala
activity while viewing negative stimuli [27, 28]. In addition, relative to younger adults, older adults showed more
negative functional connectivity between the right amygdala and ACC while rating emotional pictures [33]. Moreover, the negative correlation between these two regions
was observed when older adults rated negative pictures as
neutral, but not when they rated negative pictures as negative. These results are consistent with the cognitive control model, suggesting that PFC/ACC dampened activity
4
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in the amygdala while viewing negative stimuli, and that
the enhanced PFC activity seen in older adults reflects
their efforts to downregulate negative emotions.
Indeed, the PFC regions activated by older adults in
these studies (and in others; see table 1) are similar to regions implicated in emotion regulation. For instance,
Brodmann area (BA) 9 was also activated while people
were told to downregulate their negative emotions to aversive stimuli [37, 39]. Likewise, BA 6, 8, 10, 44, and 45 overlap with areas associated with downregulation of negative
emotion [37]. While most emotion regulation findings are
based on younger adults, a recent study found that cognitive reappraisal activated similar PFC regions to those
mentioned above in both younger and older adults [40].
In addition, there is evidence of negative relationships between the amygdala and PFC during successful emotion
regulation [41, 42], which is also consistent with the negative amygdala-PFC correlations seen in older adults when
they encounter negative stimuli [33]. Taken together, these
studies suggest that the enhanced PFC activity to negative
stimuli coupled with decreased amygdala activity while
encountering negative stimuli may reflect older adults’ attempts to regulate their emotions.

Greater PFC Activity to Positive versus Negative
Stimuli in Older Adults

In addition to increased PFC when processing negative stimuli, older adults sometimes recruit PFC more for
positive than negative stimuli (relative to younger adults;
see table 2 and fig. 2). Older adults’ increased PFC activity to positive stimuli has been observed when a task requires more elaborative processing of emotional stimuli,
rather than passive viewing (such as self-relevant processing [43], semantic judgments [44], or mental manipulation of the perceptual stimulus representation [45]). This
may suggest that, when prompted to deeply process stimuli, older adults engage more with positive than negative
stimuli. This idea is supported by two studies examining
how the depth of encoding affects brain activity in younger and older adults.
In Ritchey et al. [44], younger and older adults viewed
positive, negative, or neutral photographs, and either
analyzed each picture for its semantic meanings (i.e. semantic elaboration condition), or focused on the colors
and lines in the pictures (i.e. shallow condition). In older adults, positive stimuli induced greater activity in
medial/superior PFC and inferior PFC under the semantic elaboration condition, but not under the shallow
Nashiro/Sakaki/Mather

Table 1. Summary of neuroimaging studies showing age-related differences in prefrontal cortex activity to negative vs. neutral stimuli
Study

Stimulus

Task

Contrast

Age effects BA

x

y

z

Roalf et al. [49]

IAPS pictures (positive,
negative, or neutral)

passively viewing

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA

–34

14

32

Williams et al. [48]

faces
(fear, happy, or neutral)

passively viewing

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA
OA > YA

8
8

–18
6

25
40

42
44

Murty et al. [38]

IAPS pictures (negative or
neutral)
IAPS pictures (negative or
neutral)
IAPS pictures (negative or
neutral)

indoor-outdoor judgment

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA

10

–26

50

15

recognition task

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA

46

44

24

25

recognition task

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA

24

6

4

36

Tessitore et al. [27]

faces (fear or angry) or
geometric shapes

facial expression matching
task or sensorimotor task

[negative-neutral]

OA > YA
OA > YA
OA > YA

9
–36
44/45 32
8
–10

15
15
31

22
22
40

St. Jacques et al. [34]

IAPS pictures (negative or
neutral)

valence rating

[negative R-negative F] >
[neutral R-neutral F]

OA > YA

9

–43

27

36

St. Jacques et al. [33]

IAPS pictures
(negative or neutral)

valence rating

[negative > neutral]

OA > YA
OA > YA

6
9

33
2

0
28

57
39

Fischer et al. [35]

faces (fearful or neutral)

fear or neutral judgment

[negative R-negative F] >
[neutral R-neutral F]

OA > YA

9

23

36

35

Erk et al. [25]

cues predicting IAPS
pictures (negative, positive,
or neutral)
IAPS pictures (positive,
negative or neutral)

anticipating a picture
corresponding to the
valence of the cue
passively viewing

[negative > neutral]

YA > OA

32

–4

42

0

[negative > neutral]

YA > OA

46

52

22

20

Williams et al. [48]

faces
(fear, happy, or neutral)

passively viewing

[negative > neutral]

YA > OA
YA > OA

8
8

–18
6

25
40

42
44

St. Jacques et al. [34]

IAPS pictures
(negative or neutral)

valence rating

[negative R-negative F] >
[neutral R-neutral F]

YA > OA
YA > OA
YA > OA
YA > OA

6
9
6
6

–26 –6
–15 31
9 16
12 –11

44
30
52
57

R = Remembered; F = forgotten; YA = younger adults; OA = older adults; BA = Brodmann area. Coordinates are in MNI space and plotted in figure 1.

condition. In contrast, in younger adults, these PFC
clusters showed similar levels of activity to positive
stimuli regardless of the condition. Similar results were
observed in another study [43]; compared with younger
adults, older adults recruited medial and middle PFC
more for positive items relative to negative items when
they made self-referential judgments about those stimuli (relative to other-referential judgments). Both semantic elaboration and self-referential processing are
known to induce deep processing, requiring cognitive
effort [46]. Thus, it appears that older adults recruit PFC
for positive stimuli especially when they process those
stimuli deeply.

According to the cognitive control model, older adults’
greater PFC activity for positive stimuli described above
is a result of their effort to upregulate emotion to experience more positive affect. If this is the case, older adults’
brain regions activated while processing positive stimuli
should also activate when people upregulate or try to amplify their positive emotions. Although most emotion
regulation studies have focused on downregulation of
negative affect, one study [47] used positive and negative
stimuli in order to identify regions critical for upregulation of positive emotions. The identified regions included
the dorsomedial PFC (BA 6), the left PFC (BA 8), the medial PFC (BA 10), the medial orbitofrontal cortex (BA 11),
and left orbitofrontal cortex (BA 47). Importantly, these

Age Differences in Brain Activity during
Emotion Processing
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Fig. 2. Age differences in PFC involvement while processing pos-

itive stimuli. Although some studies showed greater PFC activity
to positive stimuli than to neutral stimuli in younger adults than
in older adults (shown by white dots; online version: blue dots), in
studies with tasks requiring deep processing of stimuli, older
adults recruited PFC more for positive stimuli than for negative
stimuli (relative to younger adults), which is shown by black dots
(online version: red dots). See table 2 for a list of coordinates and
studies used in the figure.

regions were similar to those activated more for positive
than negative stimuli while older adults were deeply engaged with these stimuli (BA 8, 10, 11, and 47 shown in
table 2). This provides further support for the cognitive
control model, suggesting that older adults tend to recruit
PFC when encountering positive stimuli in order to feel
more positive.

Questions for Future Research

While many studies have reported enhanced PFC activity to emotional stimuli in older in comparison to
younger adults (as reviewed above), a few studies have
reported decreased PFC activity to positive stimuli [25,
48] and negative stimuli in older adults compared to
younger adults [25, 49]. Some of these age-related reductions in PFC activity during emotion processing may be
related to the stimuli presentation sequences used. For
6
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instance, in one such study [25], participants were given
symbolic cues that informed them about the valence of
the subsequent picture. Being able to anticipate negative
emotional stimuli may have allowed older adults to engage in antecedent-focused regulation (strategies to regulate emotion before the emotional response has already
been fully activated [50]) rather than response-focused
regulation that requires more cognitive control. In another study [49], participants viewed blocks of 40 pictures of the same valence for 80 s. Overall, older adults
had reduced amygdala activity compared with younger
adults, especially while viewing the negative pictures.
Older adults also showed more PFC activity than younger adults during the first 20 negative pictures, but this
greater prefrontal activity habituated by the second half
of the blocks. Younger adults did not show this pattern
of habituation for any emotional valence and older adults
only showed it for the negative pictures. It is possible that,
during the 80-second long blocks of negative pictures,
older participants initially had emotional responses to
each picture and then attempted to downregulate these
emotional responses. As the series of negative pictures
continued, however, they may have switched to less taxing antecedent-focused strategies in which they attempted to avoid having a response to the pictures in the first
place. Further research is needed to investigate the role
of anticipation of negative affect and how it might affect
older adults’ PFC engagement while processing negative
stimuli.

Summary and Future Directions

This paper compares two theoretical accounts for older adults’ positivity effect. The aging-brain model proposes that age-related decline in amygdala activation in
response to negative stimuli causes an age-related positivity bias in cognition. In contrast, the cognitive control
model argues that older adults’ motivational changes direct cognitive control processes to regulate emotion,
leading to a positivity effect. Arguing against the agingbrain model, previous neuroimaging evidence suggests
that the amygdala remains structurally intact and functionally responsive to various types of stimuli including
negatively valenced items. Furthermore, although participants were not instructed to regulate negative or positive emotions explicitly in most studies cited in this paper, older adults showed enhanced PFC activity during
emotion processing tasks (relative to neutral conditions)
compared with younger adults. These observations are
Nashiro/Sakaki/Mather

Table 2. Summary of neuroimaging studies showing age-related differences in prefrontal cortex activity to positive vs. negative or
neutral stimuli
Study

Stimulus

Task

Contrast

Age effects BA

x

y

z

Addis et al. [45]

photo objects (positive,
negative, or neutral)

size judgments

[positive > negative]

OA > YA
OA > YA

10/32
–1 35
10/11/47 –34 40

Kensinger and
Schacter [36]

photo objects (positive,
negative, or neutral)

size judgments during
encoding and
recognition test

[positive R > positive F][negative or neutral R >
negative or neutral F]

OA > YA
OA > YA
OA > YA

10
24
33

–1 30
–8 22
8 6

–2
15
28

Leclerc and
Kensinger [22]

photo objects (positive,
negative, or neutral)

size judgments

[positive > negative]

OA > YA
OA > YA
OA > YA

8
32
32

–36 24
0 40
12 48

48
–4
8

Ritchey et al. [44]

IAPS pictures
(positive, negative,
or neutral)

semantic elaboration
or color processing

age X task X valence masked
OA > YA
with [positive > negative in OA] OA > YA
X [deep > shallow in OA]
OA > YA
OA > YA
OA > YA

32
10
10
10
45

17
–8
–22
20
–39

32
38
49
49
15

18
19
9
4
14

Gutchess et al. [43]

positive and negative
adjectives

self, other (Einstein)
or case judgments

[self positive-other positive] >
[self negative-other negative]

OA > YA
OA > YA
OA > YA

8
45
32

–28 12
50 46
12 38

54
6
40

Erk et al. [25]

IAPS pictures (positive,
negative, or neutral)

passively viewing

[positive > neutral]

YA > OA

9

–2 64

20

Williams et al. [48]

faces (fear, happy, neutral)

passively viewing

[positive > neutral]

YA > OA
YA > OA

6
10

–18 22
20 54

54
–2

3
0

R = Remembered; F = forgotten; YA = younger adults; OA = older adults; BA = Brodmann area. Coordinates are in MNI space and plotted in figure 2.

consistent with the possibility that emotion regulation
goals are more chronically active for older adults than for
younger adults [4, 7]. This idea is further supported by the
overlap in brain regions activated during emotion processing (with no instructions to regulate emotions induced by emotional stimuli) and during emotion regulation (with specific instructions to regulate emotion).
Future research should investigate age differences in
brain activity during spontaneous versus strategic emotion regulation (especially upregulation of positive emotion, which has not been well investigated). This would

elucidate how much of older adults’ emotion regulation
mechanism is chronically activated and how much of it is
intentional, and how these underlying mechanisms affect
their mood and cognition in general.
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